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About This Game

Play inside your very own Orrery, a working heliocentric 3d model of our solar system. Learn the basic facts about each of the
planets, and witness them and their moons up 5d3b920ae0
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It is exactly what it says, its a display of a virtual orrery. Its reasonably priced. Only criticism is it needs to be updated for the
latest update to the oculus, it dosent seem to be working with the recent update.. This isn't like one of those outdated geocentric
orrery simulators. These developers took the risk of heresy to make a heliocentric simulator. It actually has the sun in the center
of the solar system! Now that we have Celestrion, Copernicus' work will not be in vain. On a more serious note, the game itself
is pretty bare-bones in presentation but nevertheless reasonably priced. Advantages: -Pretty cool looking graphics overall; the
background is rough though. -It's accessible, cheap, and exactly what it says on the tin. -Basic but fitting music and sound. It
actually has a good ambiance to it. Disadvantages: -May face religious prosecution from inquisitors. -Would not recommend
sunscreen while on Venus. -It's a neat widget but doesn't have the most replayability. I feel like it could be a lot more interactive
than it currently is. Suggestion: -Make the rotations of the planets affected by time, not just their revolutions. Conclusion: It's
cheap, basic, but nevertheless enjoyable simulator. It could do with a little polishing though. Would orbit again.. An ineteresting
game but needs work. Please add escape key to exit program. thank you.
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